Recently, audio data has increasingly becomes one of the prevalent source of information, especially after the exponential growth of using Internet, digital libraries systems and digital mobile devices. The currently massive amount of audio data stimulates working on developing custom audio retrieval tools to facilitate the audio retrieval tasks. The most familiar audio retrieval systems are based on searching using keyword, title or authors. This study presents the feasibility of using MEL Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) to extract features and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) to compare the test patterns for Arabic audio news. The study proposes and implements architecture for content based audio retrieval system that is dedicated for the Arabic Audio News. The proposed architecture (ARANEWS) utilizes automatic speech recognition for isolated Arabic keyword speech mode; template based automatic speech recognition approach, MFCCs and DTW. ARANEWS presents a style of retrieval system that based on modeling signal waves and measuring the similarity between features that are extracted from spoken queries and spoken keywords. One of the major components that compose ARANEWS system is feature Database (ARANEWSDB). ARANEWSDB stores the extracted features (MFCCs) from the spoken keywords that are prepared to retrieve Arabic audio news. ARANEWS supports using Query by Humming (QBH) and Query by Example (QBE) instead of using query by text.
INTRODUCTION
There are many ideas may come to mind during designing of audio information retrieval system for audio news. One of these ideas is using the lyrics of news. The lyrics are extracted from each audio news using specific techniques. The keywords that reflect the nature of news are chosen from extracted lyrics and finally each audio news file is linked with its lyrics and with its extracted keywords. This kind of retrieval system supports the query by text; the type of data that are extracted and stored inside database is text data type. The retrieval approaches that are used in such kind of systems are similar to those which used in traditional search engine such as Google. This method is called spoken document retrieval; in which written queries are used to search speech archives for relevant speech information (Fujii et al., 2002) .
Another idea is using speech to text technique with extracted lyrics from audio news. The lyrics are extracted from each audio news file, the keywords for each audio news are chosen and stored within text database and the type of data that are extracted and stored inside database is text data type. The user of audio retrieval system utters keyword and the speech to text application converts it to text. All next steps are the traditional text retrieval process. This speech-based methods have been explored in the information retrieval is called speech-driven (spoken query). Speech-driven (spoken query) retrieval in which spoken queries are used to retrieve relevant textual information, this kind of retrieval systems supports the (QBH).
In this study aims to go out from the traditional style of retrieving that depends on text and transferring to audio retrieving that depends on calculating the degree of similarity between sound waves. The speech recognition component ties with information retrieval system to compose one effective component (Ratanamahatana and Tohlong, 2006) .
It becomes obvious that the users of Arab audio need Arabic audio systems such as Arabic news information retrieval system, Arabic interviews information retrieval system and Arabic music information retrieval system. We believe that more work needs to be done in this study domain to enable searching a database of Arabic audio database. Hence, the main aim of this study is to build an Arabic audio news search engine that can satisfy the search requirements of the Arabic users.
The proposed architecture based on two bases: the first one is the interaction between retrieval system and human will be by using human voice directly or file contains recorded human voice. The second base is the retrieved ranked list will be audio files not text files. This kind of retrieval systems which based on the idea of interacting between human and retrieval system by using voice represents a hope for many persons who are suffering from visual disabilities and hand mobility disabilities.
A brief overview on content based audio:
The concept of content based audio retrieval: A content based audio retrieval system is the system that processes information contained in audio data and creates an abstraction of its content in term of audio features. Human brain has very powerful mechanisms, so it has the ability to distinguish between the different kinds of sound and assign them to correct semantic categories; this task is often simple for human, but it is very difficult for computer system, because of audio signals are represented by numeric series without any semantic meaning. The major goal of content based audio retrieval system is the determination of perceptually similar audio content (Mitrovic et al., 2010) . ARANEWS is content based audio retrieval system; it creates an abstraction of audio Arabic queries and Arabic audio keywords in term of features. The extracted features are examined to determine the perceptually similar audio content.
METHODOLOGY
The fields of study in content based audio retrieval: Many fields are classified under the umbrella of content based audio retrieval such as segmentation, Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Music Information Retrieval (MIR) and environmental sound retrieval (Mitrovic et al., 2010) .
The segmentation aims to distinguish between different types of sound such as speech, music, silence and environmental sound. Speech recognition concentrates on recognition of spoken word, recognition of speakers, recognition of spoken language and recognition of emotion. Music information retrieval works on analyzing the structure of music and retrieving similar pieces of music, instruments and musical genres. Environmental sound retrieval includes types of sounds neither music nor speech. ARANEWS Fig. 1 : Architecture of typical audio retrieval system employs speech recognition field, it implements speech recognition component to recognize Arabic queries and Arabic keywords (Mitrovic et al., 2010) .
The architecture of typical audio retrieval system: The architecture of typical audio retrieval system consists of three major components: input module, query module and the retrieval module. The task of input module is to extract features from audio objects that have been stored within database (audio database). The task of query module is to formulate the queries and to extract features from it using the same procedure as in the input module. The task of retrieval module is to estimate the similarity between the extracted features that are stored within feature database and the extracted features that are produced from queries.
The proposed Arabic Audio News retrieval system (ARANEWS) reflects the same architecture of the typical audio retrieval system. It consists of input module, query module and retrieval module. The Input module stores the extracted features from Arabic audio news within designed feature database. Query module extracts features from formulated and refined Arabic queries that are submitted from users. Retrieval modules measure the similarity between the extracted features from queries and extracted features from Arabic news. Figure 1 represents the architecture of typical audio retrieval system.
Feature extraction:
Audio features represent specific properties of audio signals. Feature extraction is the process that captures audio properties such as the fundamental frequency and the loudness of a signal; the outputs that produced from feature extraction process are parametric numerical descriptions of signals (Mitrovic et al., 2010) .
The amount of raw data of the audio is too big, so the audio retrieval system cannot process the raw data of audio directly. Feature extraction process aims to reduce data by extracting the most meaningful information from signal which lead to reduces the dimensionality of the input vectors while maintaining the discriminating power of the signals (Mitrovic et al., 2010; Gaikwad et al., 2010) . The features are extracted once from audio files and then stored within feature database.
ARANEWS system constructs ARANEWSDB (feature database) component that is designed to store extracted features from Arabic audio within it.
Query types:
The retrieval systems can support using many types of query such as query by text, Query by Humming (QBH) and Query by Example (QBE). This study focuses on using (QBH) and (QBE).
QBH is search mechanism that allows the user to find audio by humming part of it into a microphone connected to computer (Mitrovic et al., 2010) . QBE is search mechanism that allows user to search for audio "object" using an existing audio "existing object". The user has to prepare or find example of his/her favorite audio, usually the example query is audio file that is prepared or is found by the user (Helén and Lahti, 2006) . When the user submits (QBE) or (QBH) to audio retrieval system, the system extracts the features from (QBE) or (QBH) and compares them with the stored extracted features within database. ARANEWS supports using (QBH) and using (QBE). The user utters Arabic keywords or submits the pre-recorded audio file that contains the Arabic keywords to ARANEWS, ARANEWS in its turn refine query and extract features from it. Figure 2 represents (QBE) works inside audio retrieval system.
A brief overview on speech recognition:
The definition of speech recognition: The technology and communications revolution opens new horizons to develop new generation of applications that characterize by exploiting the idea of interaction between the applications and human voice. If machines work on voice commands, human life will appear much more comfortable. Speech recognition process aims to give a machine the ability to "hear", "understand" and "act" upon spoken information.
Speech Recognition is defined as the process of converting speech signal to a sequence of words by means algorithm implemented as a computer program (Gaikwad et al., 2010) . The speech recognition process is used within ARANEWS to recognize the QBH and QBE that are submitted by the user. Dimensions to classify the task of speech recognition: The dimensions of speech recognition help to classify the task of speech recognition component within any system. The first dimension is speech type "isolated word versus continuous speech". Some speech recognition systems are designed to recognize single word at a time "isolated word", while there are other speech recognition systems are designed to recognize sequence of words "sentence" at a time. Isolated word tends to be pronounced more clearly than continuous speech. ARANEWS works with isolated word parameter which generally more robust and easier.
The second dimension is speaker dependency "speaker dependent versus speaker independent systems". Speaker dependent speech recognition system is the system where signal patterns adapted and constructed to single speaker, whereas the speaker independent speech recognition system is the system where signal patterns adapted and constructed to multiple speakers (Reddy, 2005) .
Speaker dependent speech recognition system is more accurate than speaker independent speech system, but it requires training phase which is not feasible for many applications. Speaker independent speech recognition system is more flexible and more difficult than speaker dependent speech recognition system. It requires global representation for signals to cover all types of voices, all possible ways of pronouncing words and the independent speech system must discriminate between all the various words of the vocabulary. ARANEWS system is speaker dependent speech recognition system. The third dimension is vocabulary size "small versus large". ARANEWS uses small vocabulary size for its dictionary.
Speech recognition such as pattern recognition has two phases training and testing phases. Extracting features from signals is a common process in both phases. Training phase is characterized by extracting features using large number of speech examples "training data", whereas testing phase is characterized by extracting features from testing data "data speech". Testing data are matched with model that is constructed from training data (Tiwari, 2005) . Figure 3 represents the block diagram of training and testing phases in a speech recognition system.
Template based approach:
There exist many approaches of automatic speech recognition such as: acoustic phonetic approach, artificial intelligence approach and template based approach. ARANEWS system has used template based approach for speech recognition.
Template based approaches is based on collection of prototypical speech patterns are stored as reference patterns that represent the dictionary of candidates words. A collection of prototypical speech is a set of prerecorded words (templates) in order to find the best match. This approach is modeled by constructing many templates per word (Gaikwad et al., 2010; Reddy, 2005) .
Recognition is carried by matching an unknown spoken utterance with each of these reference templates and selecting the category of the best matching pattern, this approach is practical with limited size of dictionary (Gaikwad et al., 2010; Reddy, 2005) . Each Arabic audio keyword that used within ARANEWS system has to be recorded many times by the dependent user who will use the system. Figure 4 represents the typical procedure for template based approach that is used within ARANEWS system.
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients "MFCC feature": To develop applications that use signals of speech, the concept of signal modeling imposes itself strongly. Signal modeling is the process of converting speech signal into a set of parameters (parametric representation). Many discriminative features are extracted from speech either to identify speakers or to recognize the speech. One of the most important extracted features from speech is Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) feature (Picone, 1993; Ali et al., 2013; Thakur and Sahayam, 2013) .
MFCC feature is acoustic feature that utilizes the idea of modeling human auditory system. It tries to mimic the way of our ears work, the ears analyzes speech waves linearly at low frequencies and logarithmically at high frequencies (Tiwari, 2005; Shaneh and Taheri, 2009; Muda et al., 2010; Dhingra et al., 2013; Ali et al., 2013) .
MFCC plays on five facts to mimic the human hearing perception; the first fact is the human hearing perception does not follow a linear scale, the second fact is each tone has an actual frequency measured by 'hertz', the third fact is each tone has subjective frequency "pitch" is measured by a scale called the mel scale, the fourth fact is the main purpose from subjective frequency is to capture the important characteristic of phonetic and the final fact is mel frequency scale is a linear below 1000 Hz and logarithmic above 1000 Hz (Tiwari, 2005; Shaneh and Taheri, 2009; Muda et al., 2010; Thakur and Sahayam, 2013) . This study aims to investigate in viability of using MFCC as extracted feature to recognize Arabic speech. MFCC feature is extracted and derived as follow (Tiwari, 2005) :
• Framing and windowing of signal • Taking fourier transform of a signal • Mapping the power of the spectrum above onto the mel scale • Taking the logs of powers at each of the mel frequencies • Taking the discrete cosine transform of the list of mel log powers • The MFCC feature is the amplitudes of the resulting spectrum The formula that is used to convert from actual frequency that is measured by Hz into subjective pitch that is measured by mel scale Gawali et al., 2011) . After framing step, each individual frame is windowed using window function. The window function is a mathematically function that is used to minimize signal discontinuities at the beginning and at the end of each frame by taking the block of next frame in consider and integrates all closet frequency lines. This step makes the end of each frame connects smoothly with the beginning of the next (Shaneh and Taheri, 2009; Muda et al., 2010; Gawali et al., 2011) . Figure 6 represents the frame after the window function is applied.
MFCC algorithm: step2: taking fourier transform of a signal: In this step each tone with actual frequency that is measured by hertz is converted into subjective pitch that is measured by scale called "mel" scale. The main purpose from the process of converting is to mimic the behavior of ear, human ear act as filter, it concentrates on only certain frequency (Shaneh and Taheri, 2009 ). Figure 7 represents the formula that is used to convert from actual frequency that is measured by Hz into subjective pitch that is measured by "mel" scale.
MFCC algorithm: step3: mapping of powers of spectrum onto mel: In digital signal processing, signals are studied in three domains frequency domain, time domain and wavelet domain. Time domain is a term that is used to describe the domain for analysis of signals with respect to time rather than frequency, when an audio signal is examined in the time domain, the Xaxis is time, so the value of the Y-axis depends on the changing of the signal with respect to time (Pope et al., 2004) .
Frequency domain is a term that is used to describe the domain for analysis of signals with respect to frequency, rather than time. When an audio signal is examined in the frequency domain, the X-axis is frequency, so the value of the Y-axis depends on the changing of the signal with respect to frequency (Pope et al., 2004) . The Fourier Transform is used to convert each frame from the time domain into the frequency domain (Shaneh and Taheri, 2009; Muda et al., 2010) .
MFCC algorithm: step 4: taking the logs of powers at each of the mel frequencies: The logarithm of powers is taken at each of the Mel frequencies (Tiwari, 2005; Shaneh and Taheri, 2009 ). Fig. 8 : The numeric representation of MFCC matrix MFCC algorithm: step 5: taking the discrete cosine transform of the list of mel log powers: This step is to convert the log mel spectrum into the time domain using discrete cosine transform. The MFCC feature is the amplitudes of the resulting spectrum, this representation of speech spectrum provides a good representation of the local spectral properties. The results are produced from this step is called mel frequency cepstrum coefficients (Tiwari, 2005; Shaneh and Taheri, 2009; Muda et al., 2010; Salvador and Chan, 2007) . Figure 8 represents the numeric representation of MFCC matrix. Each row represents the coefficients of one frame and each column represents one extracted coefficient. ARANEWS system uses twelve coefficients for each frame.
Dynamic time warping "DTW": Any information retrieval system needs techniques to calculate distance between training data and testing data. ARANEWS has used DTW algorithm as a technique for this purpose.
DTW is an algorithm that based on dynamic programming. It is used to measure similarity between two time series that may vary on time or speed. DTW is used in speech recognition to determine if the two waveforms represent the same spoken word (Muda et al., 2010; Gawali et al., 2011; Salvador and Chan, 2007) .
DTW algorithm is used to compute the best possible alignment between test data (submitted query) and training data (stored keywords, references). DTW finds optimal alignment between two time series, one time series may be "warped" non-linearly by stretching or by shrinking it along time axis (Muda et al., 2010) . Figure 9 represents how one time series warped to another time series. Each vertical line connects a point in one time series to its correspondingly similar point in other time series, as shown in Fig. 9 the two blue, red and green points are similar. If two time series are identical, no warping would be necessary and all lines would be straight vertical.
DTW is used dynamic programming approach to find minimum distance warp path. Figure 10 represents time to time matrix. The input pattern (query) goes along button. The input "SsPEEhH" is a noisy version from the keyword "SPEECH". The template "stored keyword" goes along up side, the idea is letter 'h' is closer to match 'H' compared with any letter in the template (http://haroon.site11.com/dtw.html). DTW computes an n-by-m matrix, where the (i th , j th ) element of the matrix contains the constructed distance d (q i , c j ) between the two points q i and c j . Then, the absolute distance between the values of two sequences is calculated using the Euclidean distances shown in Eq. (1) (Muda et al., 2010; Thakur et al., 2011; Bala et al., 2010) .
Each element (i, j) in matrix corresponds to the alignment between the points q i and c j . Then, accumulated distance is measured by Eq. (2) (Muda et al., 2010; Thakur et al., 2011; Bala et al., 2010) :
D (i, j) = min [D (i -1, j -1), D (i -1, j), D (i, j -1)] + d (i, j) (2) ARANEWS architecture: ARANEWS architecture is composed of three modules. The first module is an input module "Administrator side". The second module is the query module "client side" and the third module is the retrieval module. Each module works on achieving specific tasks to retrieve Arabic audio news. The idea of the proposed system is based on dependency between the input module and query module. The person who submits the queries is the same person who will record the Arabic keywords that control the retrieval operation. Figure 11 represents the architecture of ARANEWS system. Fig. 11 : The architecture of ARANEWS system Input module "administrator side": The main task of the input module "Administrator Side" is to prepare the collections of Arabic audio news (Audio Database) which will be retrieved from the query module "client side". Each collection is concerned with a common subject and it is indexed by using a group of audio keywords. For example the administrators collect a group of Arabic audio news that concerned with the football. This group is indexed by using a group of Arabic audio keywords such as "Messi", "Barcelona" and "Real Madrid". Each keyword has to be recorded many times by the user of the system to constitute templates for it. All recorded audio keywords are refined using specific algorithms to remove silence and noise from them. The approach of selecting audio keywords that are indexed Audio news and the enhanced speech techniques are discussed later.
Preparing training dataset for the input module is shown in Fig. 12 . The MFCC feature is extracted from all recorded refined keywords to constitute the training data "references" of the system. Training data are stored within feature database "ARANEWSDB" to be used in the matching process with testing data that submitted from query module.
Query module "client side": The main task of query module is formulating and refining queries that are submitted by user. The user can submit QBH or QBE in ARANEWS system. Both types of query are refined using algorithms that remove silence and noise from them. The algorithms that are used to refine query in the Query module is the same as algorithms that are used to refine training data in the input module. MFCC feature is extracted from submitted query to constitute testing data which will be matched with training data in retrieval module.
If the user submits query using QBH, he must determine the length of query before recording it via microphone. ARANEWS system allows four lengths for QBH which are two seconds, three seconds, four seconds and five seconds. After the recording process, the user must press search button in the client screen to retrieve audio news based on the submitted recorded keyword. If the user submits query using QBE, he must click on the browse button to select file that contains audio keyword and then he can press search button in the client screen to retrieve audio news.
Retrieval module: The main task of retrieval module is measuring similarity between training data and testing data to retrieve Arabic audio news. DTW algorithm is used to measure distances between extracted MFCC feature from query and extracted MFCC features from training data. The calculated distances is sorted in ascending order and all Arabic audio news that are indexed by the keyword which gets the minimum distance will be retrieved to the user. Figure 13 clears this process.
A proposed technique for selecting keywords: ARANEWS system selects keywords based on news text files, each selected keyword will be recorded many times by the user of system to prepare the training data at the input module. The main reason of using text files in selecting keywords process instead of analyzing the audio news and extracting the audio keywords directly is the lacking of researches that work on analyzing the long Arabic audio clip. Each Arabic news in ARANEWS system is gathered as text file and audio file. Both files retain the same news; the test file is passed through Arabic tagger. The Arabic tagger returns separated words after removing stop words and particles. Each word comes from tagger will be weighted. The words with the highest weight will be selected keywords that adopted to control the retrieval process. Figure 14 represents the proposed technique to select keywords for ARANEWS system. Speech enhancement techniques: ARANEWS system supports using QBH and QBE, in both cases the recording process may be affected by the nature of environment "clean vs. noisy" and the quality of microphone. The noise effects on the accuracy of original signals which necessarily affect on the accuracy of extracted MFCC features, the accuracy of extracted MFCC will affect by its role on the calculated distances and the retrieved audio news.
Training data and testing data passes through two gates before extracting MFCC features, removing silence gate and removing noise gate. Removing silence gate works on removing silence from the beginning and the end of recorded data. There are no meaningful data can be extracted from silence parts in speech signals, so processing these parts is considered as overhead working on the system. Removing noise gate works on reducing the percentage of noise that destroys original signals. WIENER filter has been exploited as removing silence gate within ARANEWS system, it is used in different sectors such as communication, signal processing and voice recognition.
WIENER filter was introduced by Robert Wiener and it was published in 1949. WIENER filter has been designed on the assumption that we have knowledge about the properties of the original signals and noise, it extracts signal from noise and reproduce signals as accurately as possible with noise reduction. Figure 15 and 16 represent the signals of recorded Arabic keywords before and after using WIENER filter.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The accuracy of speech recognition component: The performance of ARANEWS system is based on the accuracy of speech recognition component that has been used. MFCC feature and DTW are used in speech recognition component. If speech recognition component recognizes the query "keyword" correctly, then all Arabic audio news that has been indexed by this audio keyword will be retrieved.
Three factors have been chosen to be examined in the experiments. The first factor is the size of dictionary "number of audio keywords" that indexed Arabic Audio news. The second factor is the noise and the third one is the number of templates "how many times each keyword will be recorded". The length of query in all experiments is two seconds.
All experiments have been designed as follow. The user at client will examine each keyword three times with ARANEWS by submitting three queries for each keyword to ARANEWS. If ARANEWS retrieves related audio news, then this attempt will be considered successful attempt, otherwise it will be considered as failed attempt. The overall accuracy for ARANEWS system is calculated using Eq. The impact of dictionary size on the accuracy: This experiment is reiterated four times with four different sizes of dictionary which are 5, 10, 15 and 20 keywords, respectively. The experiment has not been carried out in standard environments (noise free environment). The experiment has been carried out in environment with a low level of noise. The following list depicts the training requirements for the current experiment:
• Speaker: One female "Ayat" at administrator side and the same female at client side • Tools: Microphone with normal specification at both sides • Environment: Low level of noise • Sample rate for recording process: Twenty two thousand and twenty five Hz at both sides • Bit depth for recording process: Sixteen bits at both sides • The number of channels for recording process:
Mono • The number of templates for each keyword: One template Table 1 shows the relationship between the various dictionary sizes with respect to the corresponding accuracies. The results show that when the size of dictionary increases the accuracy of system decreases.
The impact of noise on the accuracy: Noise is one of the most dangerous enemies that affect on the performance of speech recognition component. This experiment has been reiterated twelve times with three environments which are environment with low level • Speaker: One female "Ayat" at administrator side and the same female at client side • Tools: Microphone with normal specification at both sides • Environment: Three levels of noises: low, medium and high • Sample rate for recording process: Twenty two thousand and twenty five Hz at both sides • Bit depth for recording process: Sixteen bits at both sides • The number of channels for recording process:
Mono • The number of templates for each keyword: One template Table 2 shows the relationship between the various noise levels with respect to the corresponding accuracies. The results show that the accuracy of speech recognition component decreases when the level of noise increases.
The impact of number of templates on the accuracy:
Each keyword can be pronounced in different speed from the same user. Logically if the number of recorded copies for each keyword increases, the number of extracted MFCC copies for each keyword "templates" will increase and that will cause increasing the percentage of accuracy for speech recognition component. Figure 17 represents three templates for Arabic Keyword JORDAN that has been uttered by the same speakers with different speeds of pronunciation. This experiment has been reiterated twelve times with three different numbers of templates which are: 1, 3 and 6 templates, respectively. The following list depicts the training requirements for Experiment 3:
Mono • The number of templates for each keyword:
One, three and six templates, respectively Table 3 shows the relationship between the various numbers of templates with respect to the corresponding accuracies. The results show that when the number of templates increases to six, the accuracy of speech recognition component increases explicitly.
The overall accuracy of ARANEWS audio retrieval system: Preparing datasets: Two thousands Arabic news have been collected to evaluate the performance of ARANEWS system. Each one hundred Arabic news is classified under one category and each category is indexed by one Arabic audio keyword. Each news is collected as audio news and as text news. Sound Forge tool has been used to extract audio tracks from some video files that contain the Arabic audio news. Figure 18 depicts the preprocessing steps of collecting audio Arabic news. Fig. 17 : Three templates for Arabic keyword JORDAN that has been uttered by the same speakers with different speeds of pronunciation Standard measures: Recall, precision and F-measure are standard metrics expressing the quality of information retrieval methods (Lu and Sajjanhar, 1998; Van Rijsbergen, 1979) . Recall measures the ability of 
Precision measures the retrieval accuracy and is defined as the ratio between the number of relevant items retrieved and the number of total items retrieved (Van Rijsbergen, 1979) . While, F-measure is a measure that combines between precision and recall: 
Three queries have been submitted to examine each keyword. Recall, precision and F-measure are calculated for each query. The average of recall, the average of precision and the average of F-measure are calculated for all queries that have been submitted to ARANEWS system.
ARANEWS evaluation:
The performance of ARANEWS is examined with three factors which are the size of dictionary, noise and the number of templates. Table 4 represents the performance of ARANEWS with four different sizes of dictionary. The results show that the recall, precision and F-measure decrease when the size of dictionary increases. Table 5 represents the performance of ARANEWS with three different environments which are low level noise environment, medium level noise environment and high level noise environment. The results show that the noise decreases the value of recall, precision and F-Measure. Table 6 represents the performance of ARANEWS with three different numbers of templates. The results show that the values of recall, precision and F-Measure increases when the number of templates increases. The number of templates affects on the retrieval time. When the number of template increases, the retrieval time increases. Content based audio retrieval systems that use template based approach must achieve the trade off between the number of templates and the retrieval time.
CONCLUSION
ARANEWS system works efficiently with small dictionary size, reasonable number of templates and if it is used in environment with low level of noise. The approaches, algorithms and feature that have been invested to build ARANEWS can be used with all languages. ARANEWS system represents step toward controlling retrieving process by voice, such as this kind of retrieving system facilitates the life of many persons who are suffering from disabilities. Developing content based audio retrieval system is very rich field for research and it needs more investigation.
